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ABSTRACT

Insights from the RAPID–MOCHA observation network in the North Atlantic have motivated a recent focus on the South Atlantic, where water masses are exchanged with neighboring ocean basins. In this study, variability in the South Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (SAMOC) at $34^\circ$S is attributed to global atmospheric forcing using an inverse modeling approach. The sensitivity of the SAMOC to atmospheric state variables is computed with the adjoint of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model, which is fit to 20 years of observational data in a dynamically consistent framework. The dynamical pathways highlighted by these sensitivity patterns show that the domain of influence for the SAMOC is broad, covering neighboring ocean basins even on short time scales. This result differs from what has previously been shown in the North Atlantic, where Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) variability is largely governed by dynamics confined to that basin. The computed sensitivities are convolved with surface atmospheric state variability from ERA-Interim to attribute the influence of each external forcing variable (e.g., wind stress, precipitation) on the SAMOC from 1992 to 2011. Here, local wind stress perturbations are shown to dominate variability on seasonal time scales while buoyancy forcing plays a minor role, confirming results from past forward perturbation experiments. Interannual variability, however, is shown to have originated from remote locations across the globe, including a nontrivial component originating from the tropical Pacific. The influence of atmospheric forcing emphasizes the importance of continuous widespread observations of the global atmospheric state for attributing observed AMOC variability.

1. Introduction

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) provides a convenient metric for ocean circulation as contributions from boundary currents, geostrophic flow, and wind-driven transport are integrated to one quantity of meridional volumetric transport. Most studies have focused on variability of the AMOC in the
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the region is not well understood, as there are no direct measurements of the AMOC extending longer than a decade. Here, we perform a sensitivity analysis to highlight the ocean dynamics that communicate variability originating in the atmosphere to the AMOC, generating variability on seasonal to interannual time scales.

We focus our attention on the variability of the AMOC at 34°S to capture interocean exchanges that occur here (Ansorge et al. 2014). We use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm) fit to observational data from 1992 to 2011 through the state estimation procedure developed by the consortium for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO; Forget et al. 2015a; Wunsch and Heimbach 2013a). Using the adjoint modeling framework developed within ECCO, we compute the gradient of the AMOC at 34°S to perturbations in atmospheric forcing (see section 2d). In the forward sense, sensitivities can be computed by mapping perturbations in each atmospheric forcing variable at each point in space to the AMOC via the model Jacobian. The adjoint operator is simply the transpose of the model Jacobian, mapping the influence from a single quantity onto the sources through the transposed or reversed model dynamics. The resulting sensitivity maps therefore elucidate the linearized dynamics that carry perturbations to the latitude band where the AMOC is evaluated. In the context of observing variability, this procedure allows us to quantify the impact each atmospheric state field has on SAMOC variability. This technique is extremely useful in a region where complex water mass exchanges make it difficult to tease out the underlying dynamics that communicate atmospheric perturbations to the South Atlantic.

Many previous studies have used this technique to attribute variability in the North Atlantic MOC (e.g., Marotzke et al. 1999; Bugnion et al. 2006; Czeschel et al. 2010; Heimbach et al. 2011). More recently, Pillar et al. (2016) used the MITgcm adjoint to attribute AMOC variations in the subtropical North Atlantic to atmospheric forcing perturbations. The authors showed that wind stress dominates AMOC variability on time scales shorter than a year, thermal forcing generates low-frequency variability, and that freshwater fluxes provide little contribution to the overall signal.

In this study, we follow a similar approach to Pillar et al. (2016) to investigate oceanic teleconnections relevant for communicating variability to the AMOC at 34°S. Here, we use the adjoint model associated with the ECCO, version 4, release 2, state estimate, which provides a number of advantages discussed in section 2a. The paper is laid out as follows: We discuss the numerical model, relevant parameterizations, and SAMOC variability in section 2. In section 3, we discuss the sensitive regions and time scales for communicating perturbations to 34°S. We then use these sensitivities to reconstruct the 20-yr SAMOC signal in section 4 and show the global origins of seasonal and interannual variability in sections 5 and 6, respectively. Concluding remarks are discussed in section 7.

2. Experimental setup

2a. Model configuration

In this study, we use the MITgcm, solving the hydrostatic, Boussinesq equations (Marshall et al. 1997) with a thermodynamic/dynamic sea ice model (Menemenlis et al. 2005; Losch et al. 2010; Heimbach et al. 2010). The model is specifically configured following the state estimation procedure of ECCO, version 4, release 2 (ECCOv4r2), which is described in greater detail in Forget et al. (2015a, 2016). The computational domain is the global ocean with a horizontal grid resolution of approximately 1° × 1° (with refinements near the equator) and 50 vertical depth levels. Vertical mixing is parameterized as a function of turbulent kinetic energy as in Gaspar et al. (1990), along with a simple convective adjustment scheme. Unresolved eddies are parameterized with a bolus velocity following Gent and McWilliams (1990) and isopycnal diffusivity following Redi (1982).

The near-surface values for downward longwave and shortwave radiation, precipitation, specific humidity, air temperature, and wind stress vector at 6-h increments from ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) are used as first-guess boundary conditions in the forward model. Air–sea fluxes (including evaporation) are computed based on these atmospheric state variables with the bulk formulas (Large and Yeager 2004), and continental runoff is provided as a seasonal climatology from Fekete et al. (2002).

We are motivated to use the ECCOv4r2 estimate specifically because it provides a dynamically consistent ocean state estimate, which is as close to observations as possible through the solution of an optimization problem. Forget et al. (2015a, Figs. 9, 10 therein) show that this state estimate has a substantially improved fit to hydrographic data compared to past estimates, including the eddy-permitting, Green’s function–calibrated global cubed-sphere simulation, referred to as ECCO2 (Menemenlis et al. 2005), as a result of inverting for optimal turbulent transport coefficients (Forget et al. 2015b). Additionally, the ECCO framework allows for scalable computation of sensitivity patterns through the adjoint model, a unique feature of the underlying model that is essential for this study.

The uncertain three-dimensional parameter fields for each subgrid mixing scheme, initial conditions, and two-dimensional biweekly adjustments to the near-surface atmospheric state are computed within the nonlinear least squares optimization problem. In practice, convergence is
improved by separating the optimization into two phases. First, the parameter fields and initial conditions for temperature and salinity are computed through an optimization problem conditioned only on the temporal mean and seasonal variability of Argo data. The inferred model parameters generate a relative steady state for the model, substantially reducing artificial drift. Next, initial velocities are computed via a short forward integration that produces a mostly geostrophically balanced velocity field, given the adjusted initial hydrography. Finally, the full optimization infrastructure is deployed. Here, the final values of all the parameters, initial conditions, and atmospheric adjustments are the result of nonlinear optimization conditioned on all observational datasets described in Forget et al. (2015a) as part of the ECCO inverse modeling/optimization approach; see also Wunsch and Heimbach (2007).

The ECCO-adjusted forcing fields provide an atmospheric state from 1992 to 2011. We prepend this forcing record with adjusted ERA-Interim fields from 1979 to 1991 in order to have the longest record possible for the SAMOC reconstructions shown in sections 4–6. Details on generating these fields are given in the appendix.

b. The MOC at 34°S

The domain of interest is the zonal cross section of the Atlantic Ocean at 34°S, from the Argentine Basin in the west to the Cape of Good Hope Basin in the east. To simplify notation, we use Cartesian coordinates and denote the zonal coordinate between these two boundaries \( x \in [x_W, x_E] \), the meridional coordinate \( y; \phi = 34°S \), and depth \( z \in [-H, \eta(y, t)] \) (spherical coordinates are used in the computation, however). The meridional overturning streamfunction is defined as follows:

\[
\psi_{\text{MOC}}(y, z, t) = -\int_{-H}^{z} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} v(x, y, z, t) \, dx \, dz, \tag{1}
\]

so that the upper limb, northward volumetric transport is positive and the AMOC at latitude \( y \) is

\[
\text{AMOC}(y, z_{\text{max}}, t) = \max_{-H < z < \eta(y, t)} \psi_{\text{MOC}}(y, z, t). \tag{2}
\]

We use monthly mean values for meridional velocity \( v \) to filter out any higher-frequency variability.

c. Assessment of the ECCO state estimate

The SAMOC at 34°S diagnosed from ECCOv4r2 over 1992–2011 has a 20-yr mean of 14.3 ± 3.1 Sv (1 Sv = 10^6 m^3 s^{-1}), and a mean maximizing depth of 1422 m. The inclusion of the eddy bolus velocity (Gent and McWilliams 1990) in Eq. (1) leads to a strengthening and shoaling of the AMOC, resulting in a time mean of 16.1 ± 3.2 Sv at 1397 m. Compared to recent work in the South Atlantic, these estimates are weaker than what is reported by studies based on in situ observations and proxies, including inferences from XBT lines (17.9 ± 2.2 Sv, Dong et al. 2009; 18.1 ± 2.3 Sv, Garzoli et al. 2013), Argo float data (18.4 Sv, Dong et al. 2014), sea surface height proxies (19.5 ± 3.5 Sv, Dong et al. 2015), or the brief 20-month record from two pilot mooring arrays taken during the time period analyzed here (21.3 ± 8.7 Sv, Meinen et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the time-mean transport is consistent to one standard deviation with that of Dong et al. (2011), who report 15.0 ± 3.7 Sv based on a 0.2° × 0.2° horizontal resolution simulation covering 1980–96 with the Ocean General Circulation Model for the Earth Simulator (OFES). Here, we focus on the physical mechanisms that generate seasonal to interannual variability rather than time-mean processes.

The seasonal cycle of the SAMOC from ECCOv4r2, observations, and proxies is shown in Fig. 1c. The amplitude of the ECCOv4r2 estimate is close to that derived from Argo floats and Scatterometer Climatology of the Winds (SCOW) fields (Dong et al. 2014) and that from altimetric sea surface height proxies and NCEP-2 wind fields (Dong et al. 2015). The peak-to-peak amplitude from each is 7.5, 6.4, and 8.4 Sv, respectively. The phase of the ECCOv4r2 estimate is delayed by one month compared to these estimates, however, because of a relatively weaker amplitude in the seasonal cycle of the geostrophic component (Fig. 1b). Specifically, in comparison to the Argo observations, the phase of the geostrophic current in ECCOv4r2 matches, but the amplitude is 3.5 Sv weaker. Further comparison between ECCOv4r2- and Argo-derived density profiles are shown in Fig. 2, where the figures in Dong et al. (2014) are reproduced. The profiles show that the mismatch between the Argo and ECCOv4r2 geostrophic currents are due to subtle differences in the density fields, while the large-scale features are captured very well as a result of the data constraints in the ECCO optimization. The general agreement between the density and temperature fields provides confidence to use the ECCOv4r2 model, especially when compared to the performance of unconstrained models (Dong et al. 2014).

The interannual variability exhibited in the SAMOC and meridional heat transport (MHT) computed by ECCOv4r2 is shown in Fig. 1d as monthly values with the seasonal cycle and 20-yr time mean removed. The signals resemble Gaussian stochastic processes as noted in Wunsch and Heimbach (2013b). However, there is a slight strengthening in the early 2000s and a weak decreasing trend from roughly 2007 to 2011 (which are highlighted in the annual averages in Fig. 8). These features are noticeable in the statistical reconstructions based on sea surface height from 1993 to 2011 (Dong et al.
d. Adjoint model and linearized sensitivity calculation

We define our quantity of interest (QoI) $\delta J^m$ as

$$\delta J^m = J^m - J_0,$$

where $J^m$ is the monthly mean SAMOC as in Eq. (2) during the $m$th month of 2011 (the last simulated year), and $J_0$ is the time mean over 1992–2011, so that $\delta J^m$ contains seasonal variability. We use the generic algorithm described in Forget et al. (2015a) to compute the sensitivity of SAMOC variability to external forcing $\partial J^m/\partial F_k$ linearized about the ECCOv4r2 state estimate. Here, $m = 1, 2, \ldots, 12$ indexes the month in which the SAMOC is evaluated, and $k = 1, 2, \ldots, 8$ indexes the surface atmospheric state variables listed in section 2a. We compute $\partial J^m/\partial F_k$ only from the SAMOC in 2011 so that the time window of integration in Eq. (5) is as long as possible, ensuring that the reconstructions in section 6 represent as much of the accumulated response to interannual atmospheric variability as possible. Additionally, we compute sensitivities of the SAMOC evaluated in each month of 2011 (i.e., 12 spatiotemporally varying sensitivities for each forcing variable) in order to get an accurate representation of seasonal variability. The adjoint code is derived with the commercial algorithmic differentiation software Transformations of Algorithms in FORTRAN (TAF; Giering et al. 2005); computational details of this procedure in relation to the MITgcm are described in Heimbach et al. (2005).

3. SAMOC sensitivity pathways

The evolution of sensitivity patterns over time sheds light on the dominant ocean dynamics carrying perturbations in each of the eight forcing variables to 34°S. Because we are interested in how a perturbation in external forcing affects the variability in the SAMOC at a later time, we discuss the sensitivities in reverse chronological order. Therefore, we define the lead or “memory” time $t_{\text{mem}}$ prior to $t_f$, the time when the objective function is evaluated (e.g., $t_{\text{mem}} = 1$ month corresponds to $t = t_f - 1$ month).

For a compact discussion on the important regions where atmosphere–ocean exchanges impact the SAMOC, we consider sensitivity maps from both wind stress components and the net heat and freshwater fluxes rather than each atmospheric state variable separately. The buoyancy fluxes are computed based on the atmospheric state variables (Large and Yeager 2004) and, in the context of sensitivities, provide a representative view of the physical mechanisms that carry atmospheric perturbations to 34°S. In particular, we show heat flux sensitivities in place of radiation, air temperature, and humidity sensitivities because they show the same qualitative picture and we can draw the same conclusions. Similarly, freshwater flux...
sensitivities show a similar picture as precipitation and continental runoff sensitivities.

In computing the sensitivities, we found that the sensitivity of the SAMOC with respect to wind stress is insensitive to the month for which the SAMOC is evaluated, while seasonality is important for variables affecting the buoyancy fluxes. That is, buoyancy forcing sensitivities $\frac{\partial J_m}{\partial F_k}$ are slightly different depending on $m$, the month when the SAMOC is evaluated, while for wind stress, these gradients are independent of $m$. However, the differences in the buoyancy sensitivities are not readily discernible from visual inspection and are only important for the quantitative reconstruction of variability in sections 4–6. Therefore, we use sensitivities from a
December-evaluated SAMOC in the following discussion of sensitivity patterns.

a. Sensitivity to wind stress

In this first month of lead time, the impact of local zonal wind stress is evident in the thick, positive band of sensitivity from 32°S–36°S (Fig. 3a). The average sensitivity per grid cell between these latitudes is 0.16 Sv (N m\(^{-2}\))\(^2\), such that an increase in the westerlies over this region, \(\delta \tau_x = 0.01 \text{ N m}^{-2}\), would increase northward transport at 34°S by 0.58 Sv over the next month. This value corresponds with Ekman theory to first order:

\[
V_{Ek} = -\frac{\tau_x}{\rho_0 f},
\]

that is, a northward transport in the Southern Hemisphere is generated by a westerly wind stress. Indeed, assuming a reference density of \(\rho_0 = 1030 \text{ kg m}^{-3}\) and Coriolis parameter, \(f = -8.13 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}\), theory would predict a northward transport of 0.79 Sv across 34°S resulting from the same perturbation. The disagreement between these arises from the fact that there are more processes averaged into the sensitivities within this region, while Ekman transport is the leading-order effect.

Previous studies (e.g., Köhl 2005; Heimbach et al. 2011; Pillar et al. 2016) have elucidated the interpretation of adjoint sensitivity patterns in terms of time-reversed, adjoint (or dual) Kelvin and Rossby waves that underlie basin-scale barotropic and baroclinic adjustment processes (Johnson and Marshall 2002a, 2004). As in these studies, our focus here is mainly on mechanisms governed by baroclinic processes. Nevertheless, the 1-month lead sensitivities in Figs. 3a and 3d still contain residuals of dual barotropic waves with global-scale signatures and merit brief discussion here. In particular, wind sensitivity patterns cover the South Atlantic, Indian, and, to a

[Fig. 3. Sensitivity of the SAMOC at 34°S to atmospheric momentum fluxes \(\delta J/\delta F\) normalized by area in December. The forcing component in each column is (a)–(c) zonal wind stress and (d)–(f) meridional wind stress. Sign convention is such that an increase in (a)–(c) eastward wind and (d)–(f) northward wind over regions of positive sensitivity at a lead time given by \(t_{mem}\) would increase the SAMOC at 34°S at final time. While these maps are relevant to the December SAMOC, the seasonal dependence is not readily discernable, and therefore this figure provides an informative representation of the important pathways and time scales for carrying perturbations to 34°S.]
lesser extent, Pacific Ocean basins. Past adjoint modeling experiments have shown 1-month lead sensitivities of the AMOC in the North Atlantic to be confined mostly within the basin, with some sensitivities in the South Atlantic [Pillar et al. (2016) show sensitivity at 25°N to momentum and buoyancy forcing, Bugnion et al. (2006) at 24°N to wind stress, and Heimbach et al. (2011) at 26°N to SSTs]. Here, we see a vastly different response, where the sensitivities show a discernible connection between the South Atlantic and neighboring ocean basins through linear wave dynamics.

Analyzing the structure of the 1-month sensitivity patterns in more detail reveals complex patterns that are set by basin geometry, latitude-dependent wave dynamics, and bottom topography, in particular in the Southern and Indian Ocean basins. The sensitivities along the South American, African, Indonesian, and Australian continental borders indicate that perturbations here are communicated to the SAMOC via barotropic coastally trapped waves. The pattern of alternating signs around topographic boundaries (e.g., the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the Atlantic or the islands south of Madagascar) is due to topographic steering, where a barotropic wave must travel along $f/H$ contours to conserve potential vorticity [see Pillar (2013) section 3.4.1 therein for details]. Additionally, midocean ridges are clearly seen as topographic boundaries for (dual) barotropic wave propagation, for example, the southern portion of the eastern Pacific rise and Southwest Indian Ridge. These bathymetric features limit barotropic wave propagation through the Indian Ocean basin, as shown by Matano et al. (1999, 2002). However, the more important pathway to the SAMOC is via Kelvin wave propagation through the Indonesian Throughflow, across the equatorial waveguide in the Pacific, and around the South American continent. This pathway connects the SAMOC to wind stress variability even on subseasonal time scales, as indicated in Fig. 3a. The subtleties of this teleconnection and verification of the sensitivity patterns here are highlighted in a forward perturbation experiment, which is described in the online supplemental material.

At lead times of two to three months, the broad patterns along the equator show that baroclinic equatorial Kelvin waves are important for communicating perturbations to the South Atlantic (Fig. 3b). These patterns remain significant even at lead times of one year in the Pacific, indicating a longer memory to perturbations in this basin than over the Indian Ocean. Beyond lead times of three months, dual baroclinic Rossby waves are discernable, indicating the time scale at which these wave dynamics propagate perturbations to the SAMOC (Figs. 3c.f). These signals are evident because of their northeast–southwest tilt, corresponding to the wave speed that is proportional to $\beta = \partial f/\partial y$.

After the barotropic and initial baroclinic response, wind stress sensitivities decay rapidly in magnitude. The RMS of global sensitivities drops by roughly an order of magnitude after one year of lead time, indicating that momentum flux perturbations beyond this time scale are relatively unimportant to the AMOC at 34°S. Throughout the 20 years of forcing lead time, wind stress sensitivities remain relatively negligible in the Northern Hemisphere, except at low latitudes, where the SAMOC is sensitive to the excitation of Rossby waves. This invariance to perturbations in the Northern Hemisphere corroborates the “equatorial buffer” theory developed by Johnson and Marshall, where the equator acts as a low-pass filter that dampens the effect of high-latitude forcing originating in the opposite hemisphere (Johnson and Marshall 2002a, 2004).

b. Sensitivity to freshwater forcing

Precipitation and continental runoff perturbations have a direct impact on sea surface height, thus the sensitivity pattern due to a rapid barotropic adjustment covers the globe one month prior to AMOC evaluation (Fig. 4a). At a lead time beyond one month, most variability is communicated to the SAMOC via Rossby waves and advection through the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). At just over one year of lead time, the sensitivity patterns in Fig. 4b show that the influence of freshwater forcing is advected along the ACC, through the Drake Passage, and up the South American coast to the SAMOC. A similar pattern is visible south of the Indian Ocean at a lead time of five years and south of the Australian continent three to four years prior to reaching the SAMOC. Semiannual to annual variability in the Malvinas Current has been investigated in the context of wind stress perturbations in the ACC (e.g., Fetter and Matano 2008). Here, sensitivity patterns show the relevant pathway for variability on similar time scales originating from air–sea buoyancy exchanges. In particular, this advective pathway communicates perturbations in freshwater forcing originating in the Indian Ocean basin through the ACC, resulting in a maximum amplitude of ~0.1 Sv of interannual variability in the SAMOC (Fig. 9c). While the magnitude of response is relatively small for the SAMOC, it shows the usefulness of the adjoint in exposing the complex dynamical link between the ACC, SAMOC, and potentially the Malvinas Confluence on time scales from six months to five years.

Barotropic and baroclinic Rossby waves dominate as the main pathway for communicating perturbations from the Indian Ocean. Along the east African coast, boundary waves are evident in the first year of lead time, transporting variability along the Mozambique Channel. Baroclinic Rossby waves are evident in the Indian Ocean interior at
1.5 years of lead time (Fig. 4b), although the amplitude is much smaller than in the South Atlantic.

In contrast to the wind stress patterns, freshwater forcing sensitivities decay slowly. At one year of lead time, the spatial RMS of the sensitivities is reduced by one-half and remains nearly constant beyond two years of lead time. After roughly 10 years of lead time, sensitivities in the North Atlantic subpolar gyre are the largest in magnitude (Fig. 4c). This behavior gives rise to low-frequency variability in the AMOC at 34°S, although at much smaller amplitude than any variability induced by wind stress (see section 6b).

c. Sensitivity to thermal forcing

In the first three years of lead time, thermal forcing sensitivities largely resemble the freshwater flux sensitivity patterns. For instance, the pattern highlighting the ACC as a pathway for advecting heat flux perturbations to 34°S is visible here (Fig. 4e). We also note that sensitivities cover the entire globe in the first month as part of a fast barotropic response, similar to that shown by the precipitation component (cf. Figs. 4a and 4d). This response is permitted through the air–sea flux formulation from Large and Yeager (2004), where evaporation is computed from the prescribed precipitation and thermal forcing fields. This computation links changes in the net heat flux to sea surface height, allowing for rapid adjustment in the SAMOC from thermal forcing perturbations. We note that this response is not exhibited in Pillar et al. (2016, see Fig. 1g therein), and this is simply due to model setup: They prescribe the heat flux, whereas we compute it here based on the surface atmospheric state.

Beyond lead times of roughly four to five years, the patterns reflect seasonal changes in mixed layer depth. The strongest remaining signal is in the North Atlantic subpolar gyre during boreal winter months when the mixed layer is deeper (Fig. 4f), reflecting deep convection.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for buoyancy fluxes: (a)–(c) freshwater flux and (d)–(f) heat flux. Sign convention is such that an increase in (a)–(c) freshwater input (e.g., precipitation) and (d)–(f) downward heat flux (i.e., ocean heating due to increased air temperature) over regions of positive sensitivity at a lead time given by $\tau_{\text{mem}}$ would increase the SAMOC at 34°S at final time.
Because the adjoint model cannot accurately represent this process beyond a few years, the sensitivities are artificially high. These errors are discussed further in section 6c.

4. Reconstruction of the 20-yr SAMOC

We use the sensitivities discussed in section 3 to reconstruct monthly SAMOC variability from 1992 to 2011 [Eq. (3)]. Assuming that the sensitivities are stationary with respect to the month in which the AMOC is evaluated and the dependence of the monthly AMOC varies linearly with external forcing, we can reconstruct the signal via the convolution integral:

$$\delta J_{\text{Rec}}(t) = \sum_k \delta J_k(t)$$

$$= \sum_k \int_{t-t_{\text{mem}}}^{t} \int x \int y \frac{\partial J^m}{\partial F_k}(x,y,t-s) \delta F_k(x,y,s) \, dx \, dy \, ds. \tag{5}$$

Here, $s$ is the dummy variable for integration in time and $t_{\text{mem}}$ denotes the memory or lead time of the objective function. The longest lead time available is 19 years, corresponding to the simulated time window. Note that the QoI $\delta J^m$ is diagnosed from the forward model during the $n$th month of 2011 for computing sensitivities and is separate from the reconstruction $\delta J_{\text{Rec}}(t)$, which is computed for each month from 1992 to 2011. The month $m$ associated with the sensitivity $\partial J^m/\partial F_k$ is equal to the month of the reconstruction $\delta J_{\text{Rec}}(t)$. For example, to reconstruct the variability for each January month, we compute $\delta J_{\text{Rec}}(t)$ for $t = (t_1, t_{13}, t_{25}, \ldots)$ using sensitivity maps computed from the SAMOC evaluated in January 2011: $\partial J^1/\partial F_k$.

The reconstructed SAMOC at $34^\circ$S accounts for the accumulation of forcing perturbations up to a 19-yr lead time (Fig. 5, top). We have neglected the contribution from air temperature, radiation, and humidity because these components cause a divergence in the reconstruction (see section 6c for a discussion). Despite these limitations, the reconstructed monthly mean SAMOC $\delta J_{\text{Rec}}(t)$ is remarkably consistent with the forward model output $\delta J_{\text{Fwd}}(t)$. Although we have no depiction of posterior uncertainty arising from model error for either quantity, the reconstructed SAMOC reproduces nearly all of the variability captured by the forward model. This agreement is depicted by variance explained, which we compute as

$$\eta^2(t_{\text{mem}}) = 1 - \frac{\text{var} [\delta J_{\text{Fwd}}(t, t_{\text{mem}}) - \delta J_{\text{Rec}}(t, t_{\text{mem}})]} {\text{var} [\delta J_{\text{Fwd}}(t, t_{\text{mem}})]}. \tag{6}$$

This metric is shown for various reconstructions in Fig. 5 (bottom) as a function of lead time, where each colored curve is generated by restricting the integral in Eq. (5) to various forcing components. The red curve is further restricted to only account for zonal wind stress perturbations in the region $30^\circ$–$40^\circ$S to highlight the large contribution of variability originating from local forcing perturbations. Clearly, wind stress perturbations drive the majority of the variability in the forward model, where local zonal wind stress is the largest single contributor to the modeled SAMOC variability. In the following sections, we discuss the seasonal and interannual variations in the SAMOC, showing the geographical variations.
distribution of atmospheric forcing that contributes to this variability.

5. Attribution of seasonal variability

The seasonal cycle in the AMOC at 34°S is shown in Fig. 6, diagnosed from ECCOv4r2 and reconstructed from various forcing components. Here, annual averages have been removed before computing the climatology to eliminate any interannual trends. In Fig. 6, contributions from air temperature and radiation (denoted by “thermal”) as well as humidity (included in “all”) are included because the reconstructed seasonal cycle with these variables included does not diverge from the forward model.

The seasonal cycle is well approximated even with a short memory because wind stress, which acts on short time scales (e.g., Pillar et al. 2016), is the dominant variable in reconstructing this signal. Figure 6 highlights the crucial role of fast, wind-driven adjustments in establishing the seasonal cycle in the SAMOC. When only three months of historic wind forcing are accounted for, 90% of the seasonal SAMOC variability is recovered. This value converges quickly after one year to ~97%.

a. Seasonal attribution to wind stress

The reconstructions of the SAMOC seasonal cycle originating from global wind stress perturbations, that is, $\delta J_{x_1}$ and $\delta J_{x_2}$ in Eq. (5), are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively, as the accumulated response to 19 years of forcing. Here, the bars denote the magnitude of contribution to $\delta J_{x_1}$ and $\delta J_{x_2}$ from various regions, computed by restricting the spatial domain of integration in Eq. (5). In the figure, the regions that provide the largest total magnitude of SAMOC variability across all months are shown and the net impact from the rest of the globe is condensed to “other.”

Locally generated (±5°) wind stress perturbations account for the greatest single component of the SAMOC’s seasonal cycle, accounting for 85% of the variance explained (Fig. 6). Even at a lead time of one month, this locally generated variability corresponds to $\eta^2 = 80%$. On these time scales, this portion reflects perturbations resulting mostly from Ekman transport due to seasonal fluctuations in the local westerlies.

Wind stress fluctuations over the tropical Atlantic generate a seasonal cycle of roughly 2 Sv and provide the second largest contribution to the SAMOC climatology. To leading order, most other contributions are generated in the Indian Ocean. To quantify the time scale at which variability is communicated from these regions, we consider the quantity:

$$e(\tau_{mem}) = \frac{\sum_{t = \tau_0}^{t_f} \left| \frac{\delta J_{Rec}(t, \tau_{mem}) - \delta J_{Rec}(t, \tau_{mem} = 19 \text{ years})}{\delta J_{Rec}(t, \tau_{mem} = 19 \text{ years})} \right|}{t_f - \tau_0},$$

where the summation over $t \in [\tau_0, t_f]$ is carried out over the model simulation time, that is, 1992–2011. Thus, for a given region and forcing component, $e(\tau_{mem})$ gives
an indication of how the reconstruction improves with lead time. The signals from the tropical Atlantic and Indian Ocean basins are communicated quickly as $e$ for each region drops below 5% after only three months, corresponding to the approximate time scales for first-mode baroclinic Kelvin waves to communicate perturbations from the tropics and Indian Ocean to 34°S. From 6 to 12 months, the amplitude of variability from these regions increases slightly due to an accumulation of perturbations communicated by slower-traveling baroclinic Rossby waves originating from the South Atlantic.

In general, zonal wind stress generates variability that is roughly an order of magnitude larger than that of the meridional component on seasonal time scales. The magnitude of each signal is governed by the strength of perturbations from each component and how well the perturbations project onto the sensitivity patterns shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, zonal wind stress perturbations are much stronger than those in the meridional direction. Additionally, the sensitivity patterns for zonal wind stress are much broader, and forcing projects strongly onto these patterns. For example, westerly perturbations around 30°–40°S project strongly onto the thick band of sensitivity here, driving Ekman transport. On the other hand, the dominant patterns relevant to meridional wind stress are in the upstream coastal wave-guideres (Fig. 3d) along the African coast north of 34°S and along the South American coast south of 34°S. Along the African coast, for example, northward (southward) perturbations generate offshore (onshore) Ekman transport, resulting in a zonal pressure gradient that drives northward (southward) geostrophic transport. However, because the seasonal forcing over these regions is overall weak, their impact is balanced by forcing from remote regions and the total contribution to the SAMOC climatology is relatively small.

b. Seasonal attribution to freshwater forcing

Freshwater flux perturbations generate variability at much smaller amplitudes than wind stress because there is a spatial mismatch between forcing and sensitivities from 1992 to 2011, consistent with Pillar et al. (2016). After the fast barotropic response, the largest sensitivities
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are concentrated across the North Atlantic and Southern Ocean basins, with a relatively weaker signal across the equator and in the tropics. By contrast, the strongest freshwater forcing originates from precipitation near the intertropical convergence zone and runoff at the mouth of the Amazon River. The mismatch between sensitivities and forcing patterns is evident in the quantity \( \varepsilon \) [Eq. (7)], which drops below 5% with only one month of lead time for these forcing components. Thus, the widespread barotropic response (Fig. 4a) is a key mechanism for communicating freshwater perturbations to S. We additionally note that the reconstructed seasonal cycle from precipitation and runoff are out of phase with one another (Figs. 7c,d) so that the net contribution to the SAMOC climatology is minimal.

c. Seasonal attribution to thermal forcing

Radiative and air temperature (or to first-order sensible heat flux) variability generates signals that are largely in phase with one another, and the most important contributions come from similar regions. Thus, the resulting seasonal SAMOC from each of these fluxes is shown in Fig. 7e to provide a concise description of their impact. Thermal forcing from these components projects strongest onto the geostrophic component of SAMOC transport, as the resulting curve shown in Fig. 7e is nearly in phase with the geostrophic component in Fig. 1b. SAMOC variability originating from these fields takes longer to accumulate than that from the precipitation and wind stress components. Here, it takes roughly two years for \( \varepsilon \) to drop below 5% because variability originating from these components is due to the accumulation of slower-traveling baroclinic Rossby waves and advection in the ACC (Fig. 4e).

The seasonal cycle generated by humidity perturbations, impacting the SAMOC through the latent heat flux, is shown in Fig. 7f. The phase is almost exactly opposite such that altogether the net heat flux contributes a negligible impact on the overall seasonal cycle (\( \sim 0.1 \text{Sv} \)). In total, buoyancy forcing generates a seasonal cycle in the SAMOC with a maximum amplitude of 0.4 Sv, and is largely generated by perturbations in the North Atlantic subtropical and subpolar gyres, and the Southern Ocean communicated via advection in the ACC.

6. Attribution of interannual variability

Interannual variability in the SAMOC is shown in Fig. 8, which presents annual averages of the reconstructions in Fig. 5. We do not include the interannual response attributed to continental runoff because this forcing is represented as a climatology in the model, generating less than \( \pm 0.01 \text{Sv} \) of interannual variability. We also exclude the contributions from radiation, air temperature, and humidity because linear approximations in the adjoint model cause these reconstructions to diverge. We discuss this issue in section 6c.

Most of the interannual variability is captured with lead times of roughly two years, but beyond this point, \( \eta^2 \) [Eq. (6)] does not behave monotonically with memory. In particular, the reconstruction that includes precipitation and wind stress forcing shows degradation with increasing memory from two to nine years (Fig. 8). This behavior corresponds to the resolution of roughly
decadal variability originating from the North Atlantic subpolar gyre. We also note that even when accounting for precipitation and wind stress perturbations, $\eta^2$ never reaches the value attained by the wind-forced reconstruction. This gap between the reconstructions is likely due to the small time window for resolving the decadal variability discussed in section 6c. The mismatch could also be due to the lack of thermal variables in the reconstruction, which could be important for fully resolving contributions from buoyancy forcing, assuming they are well represented.

a. Interannual attribution to wind stress

The regional attribution of interannual SAMOC variability from wind stress perturbations is shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, as the accumulated response to 19 years of forcing. The importance of wind stress in reconstructing interannual variability corroborates results from forward perturbation experiments by Yeager and Danabasoglu (2014), where momentum fluxes are shown to dominate the AMOC on these time scales south of the equator. Maximum fluctuations are roughly 1 Sv, and again wind stress over $30^\circ-40^\circ$S in the South Atlantic provides the largest magnitude of variability in the annually averaged SAMOC (Fig. 9a). However, while the contribution from this region is a major component in the annual fluctuations, particularly for zonal winds, perturbations here do not dominate interannual SAMOC variability as with the seasonal cycle (cf. Fig. 6). Instead, wind stress perturbations from remote locations balance the contribution from relatively local regions.

Wind stress over the tropical Pacific provides the second largest impact on interannual SAMOC variability (Fig. 9a). It takes roughly 13 years for $\varepsilon$ [Eq. (7)] to drop below 5% for this region. This time scale and the broad wave patterns that remain important at lead times greater than a year (Fig. 3c) indicate that slow baroclinic Rossby waves are crucial for communicating perturbations that drive this transport variability at $34^\circ$S.

Over the South Atlantic and Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean ($40^\circ-60^\circ$S), wind stress has a notable impact on interannual SAMOC variability (Figs. 9a,b). Forcing over these regions generates a maximum magnitude of roughly 0.25 Sv in the annual SAMOC, which is similar to forward perturbation results shown by Yeager and Danabasoglu (2014, see Fig. 13d therein). Here, it is important to note that eddies, when resolved or permitted, can compensate the impact of Southern Hemisphere westerlies on the AMOC (Farneti and Delworth 2010). To incorporate this effect, coarse-resolution models must employ an eddy parameterization with a Gent and McWilliams (1990) (GM) coefficient as a 3D field dependent on the ocean state and its response to the winds (Gent and Danabasoglu 2011). The ECCOv4r2 framework allows for a similar flow of information from the ocean state to the mixing parameter values at each grid cell through the model adjoint. We additionally take a degree of confidence in the ECCO solution as it has been shown that the resulting mixing parameters allow for a vastly improved fit to observations (Forget et al. 2015b).

Of course, an in depth analysis of the differences between mixing parameters derived in ECCOv4r2 and those from prognostic schemes, for example, as implemented in Gent and Danabasoglu (2011), would be interesting future work.

While zonal wind stress is clearly the dominant forcing component for driving interannual variability in the SAMOC at $34^\circ$S, the meridional component is significant, explaining roughly 15% of the variance (Fig. 8). Trapped boundary waves in the upstream waveguides along the Argentinian and West African coast in the Atlantic, as well as along the Chilean coast in the Pacific (Fig. 3d) are responsible for communicating the greatest impact.

b. Interannual attribution to precipitation

On interannual time scales, freshwater forcing generates variability that is smaller but comparable in magnitude to that generated by wind stress. The contribution from various regions across the globe is shown in Fig. 9c. In contrast to wind forcing, surface freshwater forcing drives SAMOC variability on decadal time scales, which is only partially resolved over the time series in this study. These fluctuations are permitted by relatively time-invariant sensitivity patterns at lead times greater than 10 years that decay slowly in amplitude, indicating that the SAMOC has a long memory to freshwater adjustments.

The strongest response in the annual SAMOC from precipitation is generated by forcing over the North Atlantic subpolar gyre, which is the region with the largest amplitude sensitivity patterns (Fig. 4c). Here, the weakening SAMOC over the 1990s is generated by positive perturbations in precipitation in the 1980s to early 1990s that project onto the strong, negative sensitivity pattern here. Negative precipitation forcing in the early 2000s then generates a strengthening SAMOC into 2011. We note that this regional trend in the interannual precipitation field is about an order of magnitude smaller than the seasonal cycle but is present in both the ECCO-adjusted precipitation field and that from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP; Huffman et al. 1997). It is much weaker in the ERA-Interim dataset without ECCO adjustments (Dee et al. 2011). However, no matter which dataset is used, the “bell shaped” curve in the SAMOC reconstruction from precipitation forcing over this region is still present, with amplitude...
0.1 Sv (GPCP, ERA without adjustments; not shown) to 0.2 Sv (ECCOv4r2 forcing; shown in Fig. 9c). Additionally, this roughly decadal pattern in the SAMOC from precipitation over the North Atlantic subpolar gyre is comparable to what is shown by forward sensitivity experiments in Yeager and Danabasoglu (2014, see Fig. 12d therein), where the authors isolate AMOC variability resulting from interannual freshwater flux perturbations over the Labrador Sea. A similar response is also noticeable at a different phase in the

Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7, but showing the regional contributions for interannual variability. Again, note the difference in scale for each y axis. Lead time is again 19 years.
AMOC at 25°N (Pillar et al. 2016, see Fig. 6f therein). However, the amplitude of the freshwater-forced variability in the SAMOC is roughly one-tenth of that in the Northern Hemisphere AMOC. The weaker signal in the South Atlantic can be explained by the equatorial buffer theory, which describes how the equator dampens the effect of high-latitude forcing originating in the opposite hemisphere (Johnson and Marshall 2002b).

c. Interannual attribution to thermal forcing

The interannual reconstructions for air temperature, radiation, and humidity cause the SAMOC reconstruction to diverge from the ECCOv4r2 forward model. The interannual reconstruction of SAMOC variability forced by shortwave radiation is shown as an example of this behavior in Fig. 10. Here, as the time integral in Eq. (5) is carried out over lead times beyond five years, the reconstructions show an increasing trend in the SAMOC that is not physically valid as these trends are not present in the ECCOv4r2 solution.

The reason for this unphysical behavior in the reconstruction is due to the inaccuracy of the adjoint model in representing the sensitivity to thermal forcing over regions where convection is important. First, there are artificially high sensitivities in the North Atlantic sub-polar gyre because of the linearized adjoint model’s inability to represent deep convection in this area. Second, in the Weddell Sea, sensitivities are unphysically high because of parameterization schemes of brine rejection from sea ice formation. Here, dense surface water filled with brine is simply pushed to a lower layer of the ocean, carrying surface heat fluxes with it. Representing these processes in the adjoint model is a challenge, and more work is necessary to determine if inaccuracies here are inherent to the linearization of these complex phenomena, or if they are simply caused by inadequacies in the computational model.

Omitting these highly sensitive regions in the SAMOC reconstructions from thermal forcing unsurprisingly results in negligible interannual fluctuations. The resulting pattern is similar to the reconstruction in Fig. 10 with one year of lead time but is centered around $-0.4$ Sv. However, because this behavior is also not exhibited in the forward model, we omit the contribution from these variables entirely in order to avoid interpreting results that may not be physically relevant.

7. Conclusions

We have used a numerical model that was fit to observation data from 1992 to 2011 via the ECCOv4r2 state estimation procedure (Forget et al. 2015a) to characterize and quantify in space and time the atmospheric origins of variability in the AMOC at 34°S (referred to as SAMOC), which are communicated via ocean dynamics. Comprehensive spatial and time-lagged patterns of sensitivities computed from the adjoint model reveal the dynamical linkage between atmospheric forcing and the SAMOC. In contrast to what has been shown in the North Atlantic (e.g., Pillar et al. 2016), these patterns exhibit a widespread domain of influence on SAMOC variability, spanning across neighboring ocean basins even on short time scales. These maps highlight the importance of Kelvin, Rossby, and coastally trapped wave dynamics in translating remote atmospheric perturbations to time-lagged variability in the northward volume transport in the Atlantic.

The dynamical reconstruction of the SAMOC computed from these sensitivities captures the variability exhibited in the ECCOv4r2 forward model with remarkable accuracy and thus provides a skillful surrogate of the full nonlinear model. By segmenting the convolution integral used for reconstruction, we show the dominant atmospheric variables and regions of influence in governing seasonal to interannual fluctuations in the SAMOC. The majority of variability modeled by ECCOv4r2 on these time scales is attributed to perturbations in the zonal wind stress field, generating a seasonal cycle ranging from $-2$ to $+4$ Sv. Seasonal fluctuations are largely attributable to local perturbations over the latitudinal band 30°–40°S, driving Ekman transport with lead times up to one month. Meridional wind stress and buoyancy flux perturbations drive a seasonal cycle that is roughly an order of magnitude smaller in amplitude, at roughly 0.4 Sv each. Interannual variability, represented as annual averages, is smaller, with a maximum amplitude of 1 Sv. SAMOC
variability on these time scales is generated by a complex accumulation of forcing over remote regions of the world. Perturbations in the zonal wind field over the tropical Pacific, for instance, are shown to have a notable impact on the AMOC at these time scales. While momentum fluxes still dominate, freshwater forcing has a more comparable impact due to low-frequency variability generated by forcing over the North Atlantic subpolar gyre.

The amplitude of the seasonal cycle induced by geostrophy at 34oS in the ECCOv4r2 model is relatively weak compared to estimates from Argo (Fig. 1b; Dong et al. 2014). Adding density profiles from mooring arrays as data constraints within the optimization framework could help to resolve the disagreement here and is an important area of future work for better constraining the modeled overturning circulation. An even closer fit to the Argo data would slightly modify the phase of the SAMOC seasonal cycle from ECCOv4r2. Nevertheless, we expect the sensitivity patterns shown here, which reveal the dynamical mechanisms in the ocean that communicate atmospheric perturbations to 34oS, to be robust.

The attribution of interannual variability to surface heat fluxes is omitted in this analysis because deep convection in the subpolar gyre and the parameterization of brine rejection in the Weddell Sea are not represented well by the linearized adjoint model. In particular, unphysically high sensitivities are generated in these regions such that the reconstructions with these variables diverge from the forward model solution. These variables are not expected to provide a large contribution to the interannual variability within the 20-yr time frame of this study, however, because momentum fluxes are shown here and previously (Yeager and Danabasoglu 2014) to be most important. A better understanding of the AMOC response to high-latitude heat fluxes is nevertheless important for inverse modeling and presents an important area of future work, particularly for regions where buoyancy-driven adjustments make a larger contribution to the total transport variability.

The model resolution in this study (1° × 1°) presents a limitation of the analysis as the impact of eddies on the AMOC is fully parameterized. Eddies have been shown to play an important role on AMOC variability, for instance through the shedding of mesoscale eddies from the Agulhas leakage (Biastoch et al. 2008) and the compensation of Southern Hemisphere westerly forcing (e.g., Farneti and Delworth 2010). While the ECCOv4r2 optimization gives a degree of confidence that the resulting mixing parameters sustain observed oceanic features (Forget et al. 2015b), it remains to be quantified how well the parameterizations capture eddy impacts on the large-scale circulation. Specifically, disentangling the contribution of these eddying processes on SAMOC variability and the ability of the optimized parameters to represent their impact is clearly an important area of future work, for which the present study provides an important baseline.

We have shown that AMOC variability is the result of integrating perturbations that are generated from effectively independent processes in space and time, as was concluded in Wunsch and Heimbach (2013b). In particular, the dominant impact of wind forcing for skillful reconstruction of SAMOC variability has important implications on predictability, as it places stringent requirements on atmospheric predictability for forecasting seasonal to interannual SAMOC variations. Our findings highlight the challenge in attributing observed variability in the AMOC to their points of origin and the lack of a monocausal relationship between isolated forcings and the AMOC response. More generally, these challenges motivate the need for continued, widespread observation of the atmosphere and ocean in order to attribute or (eventually) forecast variability in the AMOC.
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APPENDIX

Extension of ECCO Forcing Fields to Cover the Period 1979–2011

The ECCOv4r2 atmospheric state fields extend from 1992 to 2011, including adjustments to ERA-Interim fields (Dee et al. 2011) from the optimization in Forget et al. (2015a). Using these fields alone means that the reconstruction of the first year (1992) of SAMOC variability will be relatively inaccurate because the convolution integral can only extend back to January 1992. Additionally, any low-frequency mode in the SAMOC will require a longer lead time in order to capture any low-frequency perturbations causing that variability. Thus, it is important to use forcing data that extend as...
far into the past as possible while maintaining consistency with the ECCOv4r2 setup.

To provide longer lead times in the reconstruction, we prepend the ECCOv4r2 atmospheric state variable records with ERA-Interim fields from 1979 to 1991. Additionally, to capture time-mean features of the adjustments inferred from the optimization procedure, we added a climatology of the ECCOv4r2 adjustments to the ERA-Interim fields as follows:

\[ F_k(x, y, t) = F^{ERA}_k(x, y, t) + \hat{F}_k(x, y, m), \]

where \( k \) indexes the forcing variables, \( t \) indexes each month in 1979–91, \( m \) is the month associated with \( t \), \( F^{ERA}_k(x, y, t) \) gives the atmospheric state variable from Dee et al. (2011), and \( \hat{F}_k(x, y, m) \) is the climatology of ECCO adjustments:

\[ \hat{F}_k(x, y, m) = \frac{1}{N_y} \sum_{i=1}^{N_y} [F^{ECCO}_k(x, y, [i-1] \times 12 + m) - F^{ERA}_k(x, y, [i-1] \times 12 + m)]. \]

Here, \( F^{ECCO}_k(x, y, t) \) is the atmospheric state variable from the ECCOv4r2 optimization from the \( t \)th month in 1992–2011 and \( N_y = 20 \). This provides an additional 13 years of forcing to the model start and end dates.
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